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PRODUCT FAMILY: THERMOSTATIC MIXER - THERMOMIX LINE
CODE: RUMT201CFS34
DESCRIPTION:
External thermostatic mixer for shower with 3/4" upper outlet
HYDRAULIC PERFORMANCE:
Flow rate: over 24 l/min at 3 bar.

CERTIFICAZIONI:
TUV certification UNI EN ISO 9001:2008.
WRAS and ACS certified thermostatic cartridge.

PRODUCT FEATURES:
Cast brass body with interchangeable thermostatic cartridge. Equipped with check valves.
1/2" lower outlet for or ¾ " upper outlet for flexible or shower column, depending on the model: RUMT201CFI, RUMT201CFS, RUMT201CFS34.
GF ¾" GF-½ " GM eccentric and chromed rosette; wheelbase distance as per standard UNI EN 1111 to adapt to both new and existing installations.
Versions with minimal ABS chrome levers, in chrome-plated brass, with clinical lever, with longer levers: RUMT201CFI, RUMT201CFIML,
RUMT201LCFI, RUMT201CFIMLL.
The temperature of the mixer body does not exceed the temperature of the mixed water thus avoiding dangerous scalds.

FIXING/INSTALLATION:
3/4"GF or 1/2"GF inlets with eccentric
Distance from the rear part of the mixer from the wall approx. 35 mm.See the

MAINTENANCE:
Periodically check the correct fixing of the product
You can clean the external body of the mixer with water and soap or other suitable

instruction sheet for the correct installation

products; avoid chemical products, aggressive or abrasive. Dry with a soft cloth
In case of special maintenance (cleaning of the cartridge) refer to the complete
instruction sheet.

PRODUCT LISTING:
N° 1 External body, molded brass (Alloy CB75636) Polished and chromed
N°- O-ring NBR
N° - Cartridge components in brass UNI EN 12164 CW14
N° 2 Handle in Chromed ABS, brass or zamack (according to the model)
N° 2 Check valves
N°- Stainless steel spring AISI 302
N° 1 Thermosensitive wax element
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TOLERANCES:
PACKAGING OF THE PRODUCT:
package in a cardboard box 80 x 85 x 290 mm.
Weight: 2 kg
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